Get Ready for
the Smart Grid

The Smart Grid
requires strategic
planning and a
detailed approach
to implementation
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THE

WORLD

OF

ENERGY

IS

CHANGING.

Aging infrastructure and assets, a need to improve reliability
and operational efficiency, demand response, energy
efficiency, a push to reduce the carbon footprint, and betterinformed, more environmentally conscious consumers are
some of the factors giving rise to the Smart Grid.
There are many terms and definitions of the smart grid in
the marketplace. The smart grid has a different meaning for
each utility including distribution automation, self- healing
intelligent grid, smart metering & load management,
meter data management, Improved asset management
&

performance,

better

outage

communications

&

management, Integration of distributed energy resources,
demand response, time of use rates, energy storage,
electric vehicle, data analytics, customer empowerment
and micro-grids.
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A successful
Smart Grid
implementation
requires detailed
planning and a well
thought out approach
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Kaihen’s offering is focused on six distinct and critical areas of the
smart grid including:
 smart metering and load management,
 meter data management,
 asset management and performance,
 outage communications and management
 data analytics and
 customer empowerment
The Smart Grid requires strategic planning and a detailed approach for
implementation. Kaihen understands the necessary and sequential activities
of the six areas as shown in the figure below.
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Business Case
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Technology Implementation
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A strong track
record of experience
in the utilities
industry and a deep
understanding of
the challenges of
today’s utilities.
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Kaihen offers the following Smart Grid services that will enable successful
planning and implementation.
 Develop Smart Grid Vision, Objectives, Strategy & Business Case
 Business Process Assessment, Business Process Design, Business
Requirements & Gap Analysis
 Technology Selection & Procurement
 Technology Implementation
 Technical readiness – Build/construct, install/configure, unit test, pilot
 Business readiness – Testing (SIT & UAT), Training, Change
Management, Project/Programme Management
 Stakeholder & Customer Engagement
Kaihen’s methodolgies, approach and library of IP will enable our Utility
clients to be successful with their smart grid implementations in the areas
outlined above.
We understand the critical success factors for achieving the Smart Grid,
as well as the transformation and change it entails for a utility’s assets,
systems, people and processes.
Kaihen’s Smart Grid Planning and Implementation Model shows not only our
thorough understanding but as well, the sequence of required activities.
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A passion for
the energy
industry.
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Why Kaihen?

Kaihen brings a combination of specialized skills and industry experience
that matches that of full-service system integrators.

A commitment to the energy sector

We have a passion for the energy industry that permeates every one of our
engagements. Our consultants have worked with leading electricity and
gas utilities and retailers, as well as the government, system operators and
regulator

Vendor agnostic

We do not resell vendor solutions. The recommendations we make are
based entirely on our assessment of what will deliver the best results to our
client’s organization.

A commitment to delivering exceptional value

Our lean business model enables us to deliver cost-effective, high quality
consulting services on every engagement. Our rates are competitive, and
our commitment to client success is paramount.

Count on us for reliability

We are committed to delivering every project on time and within budget.
Our clients frequently extend their relationship with us based upon the
return on investment we’ve delivered.

Bringing the best

Kaihen’s methodologies are customized to each client. Every engagement
is based on a best practice approach, complemented by lessons learned
and the latest insight into market dynamics.
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Our core
competency
is business
readiness.
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About Kaihen

Kaihen helps electric, gas and water utilities prepare for the kinds of
fundamental business changes that improve operations and customer
service.
Our name is a word meaning change, or innovation, or transformation.
It embodies everything we do for our clients.
Our core competency is business readiness—ensuring that our clients’
people, processes and systems are well-prepared to adopt the change
we help to implement. And we do so by managing projects, designing
and improving business processes, training users, solution testing, and
implementing powerful change management initiatives.
Kaihen’s offerings revolve around three key areas of our clients’ businesses:
Smart Grid; Customer Operations & Systems; and Merger Transformation

Contacts:

Pat Leahey, Director of Business Development
+1-416-710-4551
pleahey@kaihen.ca

Pat Bright, Director, Western Canada
+1-780-245-6475
pbright@kaihen.ca
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www.kaihen.ca

